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National first for 
MPACE accreditation
Already compliant with ISO9001 accredited 
by BSI.

Now accredited for BS70000 which is a new 
standard specific to Medical Physics and 
Clinical Engineering services.
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The aims of the working party

www.ipem.ac.uk        

• To fill in the ‘gap’ by facilitating sharing and comparison of dose information for 
radiotherapy imaging

• Or specifically…



The aims of the working party

www.ipem.ac.uk        

• To undertake an audit of typical imaging doses for a range of common X-ray 
imaging procedures undertaken in Radiotherapy departments 
• This includes planning CT scans, on treatment CBCT imaging and tomotherapy (may also 

consider planar X-ray and fluoroscopy)

• To publish a range of typical ‘doses’ for common procedures
• Like PHE do with national reference doses in diagnostic imaging 
• If data is good enough, this should allow adoption as national reference doses for RT 

imaging 

• Make data available to the UK Radiotherapy community that will enable better 
optimisation of imaging 
• Including direct feedback to participating centres

• Identify best practice that will ultimately benefit patients



The ‘grand plan’

www.ipem.ac.uk        

• Aim for at least two peer-reviewed publications in PMB

• Planning CT doses 

(out now: http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6560/aacc87/meta)

• CBCT doses/tomotherapy

(data collection soon, aiming for publication in 2019)

• Want to include a simple evaluation of image quality to go alongside the assessment 
of doses

• Later, follow-up work if there is time for the working party

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6560/aacc87/meta


CT planning scans

• Launched data collection in February 2017, and final dataset came in September 
2017

• For each patient: 
• CT Dose Index (CTDIvol)

• Dose-length product (DLP)

• Scan length

• Patient weight (if available)



Pre-data collection questionnaire

www.ipem.ac.uk        

• With regards to CT planning scan equipment 
and protocols;
• In the 59 UK centres to submit data, there are a 

total of 92 CT scanners currently ‘in use’

• Fairly evenly split between four vendors

• The seven proposed ‘clinical protocols’ were used 
by the majority of centres

• There was no common ‘other’ protocol suggested 
for audit

• Note, no nodes was selected for audit due to more 
standardised protocols (scan lengths) being used
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CT Protocol N % of centres
Breast (no nodes) 57 96.6
Prostate (no nodes) 56 94.9
Gynae (no nodes) 46 78.0
Lung 3D 53 89.8
Lung 4D 48 81.4
Brain 44 74.6
Head and neck 54 91.5



Data analysis

www.ipem.ac.uk        

• For this study, median from each scanner was used to define scanner average CTDIvol, 
DLP, scan length (not mean)
• More robust against outliers e.g. very obese patients

• In accordance with draft guidance from the ICRP on ‘Diagnostic Reference Levels in Medical 
Imaging’ and is also a widely used technique in many centres

• For data plots, error bars are the 95% confidence intervals

• Third quartile (‘national reference’) and median (‘achievable’) of the scanner median 
data were calculated in Excel



Breast – DLP

www.ipem.ac.uk        



Breast – FBP vs iterative

www.ipem.ac.uk        



Breast – Scan length

www.ipem.ac.uk        



Breast – AEC vs fixed mAs

www.ipem.ac.uk        



Lung 4D

www.ipem.ac.uk        

• Relatively small data set
• 41 DLP scanner medians

• 40 CTDIvol scanner medians (39 excluding 
max CTDI systems)

• 36 scan length medians

• Very wide range of doses
• Factor of 18.6 between min and max DLP

• Factor of 16.7 between min and max 
CTDIvol

• Very strong vendor dependence
• Different approaches to 4D CT data 

acquisition and processing?

* Indicates maximum CTDI on older Toshiba scanners using AEC



Proposed reference levels



Standard Practice

• Local annual dose audit



Local annual dose audit

• Patient data was collected automatically via the OpenREM dose management system 
from an approximate six month period (end of July 2018 to January 2019), detailing the 
CTDIvol, DLP and scan length for each patient examination across two radiotherapy 
treatment planning CT scanners, CT1 and CT2, at CHH.

• The data was collected and reviewed in Microsoft Excel and categorised into the seven 
examination protocols of breast, gynaecological, lung 3D, lung 4D, prostate, brain and 
head and neck, as per the NDRLs and with an additional examination protocol for DIBH 
breast. The median values for CTDIvol, DLP and scan length were then calculated 
alongside deviations from the NDRL values for each of the two Philips machines.

• Additional achievable levels were proposed in the IPEM report based on the median of 
the scanner median distributions of the 68 radiotherapy CT scanners included in the 
audit 



Figure 1: Patient dose audit data for the CTDIvol for the eight examination protocols. Each protocol includes a measure for each of the two machines, CT1 and CT2, 
with the relevant NDRL and achievable level for comparison. Note: the brain and head and neck examination protocol values for CTDIvol and DLP have been scaled to 
match the 16 cm phantom used for the NDRLs.

Credit to Annie Tonks for conducting this audit



Figure 2: Patient dose audit data for the DLP for the eight examination protocols. Each protocol includes a measure for each of the two machines, CT1 and CT2, with 
the relevant NDRL and achievable level for comparison. Note: the brain and head and neck examination protocol values for CTDIvol and DLP have been scaled to 
match the 16 cm phantom used for the NDRLs.

Credit to Annie Tonks for conducting this audit



Figure 3: Patient dose audit data for the scan length measurements for the eight examination protocols. Each protocol includes a measure for each of the two 
machines, CT1 and CT2, with the relevant NDRL and achievable level for comparison. Note: the brain and head and neck examination protocol values for CTDIvol and 
DLP have been scaled to match the 16 cm phantom used for the NDRLs.

Credit to Annie Tonks for conducting this audit



Examination
CTDIvol LDRL 

(mGy)

DLP LDRL 

(mGycm)

Scan Length LDRL 

(mm)

Breast 7 230 330

Gynaecological 10 410 390

Lung 3D 8 340 370

Lung 4D 24 800 320

Prostate 10 330 320

Brain 22 590 230

Head and Neck 8 320 390

Table 1: Local DRL values based on the 32 cm diameter phantom (size used for all protocols on the 

scanners). 



Reception of Images

• What do our doctors actually think of image quality.

• What can we do to improve?



Reception of Images



Reception of Images
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Reception of Images

• There is some work to be done.

• We could increase dose to help with 
Streaks, and noise. But Urology are already 
close to the Reference Level.
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Where we going to?



Any Questions?

RP-RFD-3


